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The concept of k-admissible tracks in Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme over a ﬁnite ﬁeld was introduced by Schinzel et al.
(2009) [10]. Using some estimates for the elementary symmetric
polynomials, we show that the track (1, . . . ,n) over Fp is prac-
tically always k-admissible; i.e., the scheme allows to place the
secret as an arbitrary coeﬃcient of its generic polynomial even for
relatively small p. Here k is the threshold and n the number of
shareholders.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Idea of secret sharing is due to Shamir [9] and Blakley [2]. A dealer in the secret sharing scheme
does not disclose a secret data D to participants but only distributes n shadow shares D1, . . . , Dn
amongst them in such a way that any group of k or more players can collectively eﬃciently recon-
struct the secret but no coalition of less than k players can get any information on D . For related
papers, see [1] and [5]. See also [4,3,11,10].
1.1. Classical Shamir’s scheme
Throughout the paper n is the number of participants and k the threshold in Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme (2  k  n). The scheme is determined by a generic polynomial f (x) = a0 + a1x +
a2x2 + · · · + ak−1xk−1 ∈ Fp[x] of degree k − 1 and the track (1, . . . ,n) ∈ Fnp . The secret D ∈ Fp can be
placed as D = ai for a ﬁxed 0 i  k− 1, in Shamir’s classical scheme D = a0, and the shadow shares
have the form Ds = (s, ys), 1 s n, where ys = f (s). For details see [9] (cf. [10]).
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Following [10], we call a sequence (of arguments of the generic polynomial f ) over Fp with pair-
wise different coordinates the track. The sequence (1, . . . ,n) is an example of a track.
Given 0 i  k− 1, in [10], we call a track (k, i)-admissible over Fp , if the secret D can be placed
as the i-th coeﬃcient of the polynomial f . The track is k-admissible over Fp if it is (k, i)-admissible
for each 0 i  k − 1.
Note that, if the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-, resp. k-admissible, then for every k m  n the track
(1, . . . ,m) is also (k, i)-, resp. k-admissible.
In the paper, we apply a characterization of (k, i)-admissible tracks, proved in [11], to the track
(1, . . . ,n):
Theorem 1. (See Theorem 2 [11], cf. [10].) The track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-admissible over Fp , if and only if
τk−1−i(t1, . . . , tk−1) ≡ 0 (mod p),
where τ j denotes the j-th elementary symmetric polynomial, for all subsequences (t1, . . . , tk−1) of the se-
quence (1, . . . ,n).
By deﬁnition, τ j(x1, . . . , xk−1) is the sum of all products of j distinct variables out of x1, . . . , xk−1.
By convention, we have τ0(x1, . . . , xk−1) = 1. The elementary symmetric polynomials can be also de-
ﬁned inductively by
τ j(x1, . . . , xk−1) = τ j(x1, . . . , xk−2) + xk−1τ j−1(x1, . . . , xk−2).
In the sequel, set σ j(x1, . . . , xk−1) = x j1 + · · · + x jk−1.
In the paper, we apply the elementary symmetric polynomials to Shamir’s secret sharing scheme.
We compare the size of τ j(t1, . . . , tr) if (t1, . . . , tk−1) is a subsequence of the sequence (1, . . . ,n)
(Theorem 2).
Using the obtained estimates, given k and n, we ﬁnd a lower bound M for p, which depends on k
and n, such that the track (1, . . . ,n) is k-admissible if p > M (Theorem 3). We also ﬁnd a bound Mi
for p, which depends on k, n and i, such that the track is (k, i)-admissible if p > Mi .
Moreover, given k and p, we discuss some upper bounds Ni , resp. N for n, which depend on p
and k, such that the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-, resp. k-admissible if n < Ni , resp. N .
The ﬁrst named author substantially improved an earlier version of the paper written by the other
two authors. His input is contained in Section 2.
2. The main theorem
Fix k,n ∈ N (2 k  n). In the sequel, denote by Rn(k) the set of all subsequences of length k − 1
of the sequence (1, . . . ,n) and write αn,k = (n − k + 2, . . . ,n − 1,n). Of course, αn,k ∈ Rn(k).
Fix 0 i  k − 1. Note that for every (t1, . . . , tk−1) ∈ Rn(k), we have
0 < τk−1−i(t1, . . . , tk−1) τk−1−i(αn,k). (1)
Consequently, if τk−1−i(αn,k) < p for a prime number p, then the sequence (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-
admissible over Fp . If the inequality τk−1−i(αn,k) < p holds for all i; i.e., max0ik−1 τk−1−i(αn,k) < p,
then the sequence is also k-admissible. Let us ﬁrst determine the maximum. Throughout this section,
set τi = τi( 1n−k+2 , . . . , 1n ) and σi = σi( 1n−k+2 , . . . , 1n ).
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(i) For every positive integer i, if k > j > i and kn < 1− e−i−1 , then
τk−1− j(αn,k) < τk−1−i(αn,k). (2)
(ii) For every integer i, 2 i < k and every 0 < ε < 1, if j < i, kn > 1− e−i−ε and n > (i+1)2e2i+1ε−2 , then
the same inequality (2) holds.
Proof. We begin by proving three auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1. For every integer j  0 we have
 j =
∑ 1
ν2! · · ·ν j !
(
1
2
)ν2
· · ·
(
1
j
)ν j
 1,
where the sum  j is taken over all non-negative integers ν2, . . . , ν j such that 2ν2 + · · · + jν j = j.
Proof. We have the identity
∗j =
∑ 1
ν1! · · ·ν j !
(
y
1
)ν1( y
2
)ν2
· · ·
(
y
j
)ν j
= y(y + 1) · · · (y + j − 1)
j! ,
where the sum ∗j is taken over all non-negative integers ν1, ν2, . . . , ν j such that ν1 + 2ν2 + · · · +
jν j = j. See [8, Section 5.5]. Putting y = 1, we obtain
 j 
j∑
ν1=0
1
ν1! j−ν1 = 1,
which gives the lemma. 
Lemma 2. For every positive integer i we have the inequality
τ i1
i!  τi >
τ i1
i! −
i∑
h=2
τ i−h1
(i − h)!(n − k + 1)h/2 . (3)
Proof. The ﬁrst inequality of (3) follows immediately from the expansion of τ i1 by the Newton poly-
nomial formula. In order to prove the second inequality we use the formula
τi = (−1)i∗i
1
ν1! · · ·νi !
(
−σ1
1
)ν1
· · ·
(
−σi
i
)νi
(see [7, §115, Problem 2], where a different notation is used).
Since σ1 = τ1 we obtain
τi 
τ i1
i! −
i−2∑
ν =0
τ
ν1
1
ν1! i−ν1
1
ν2! · · ·νi−ν1 !
(
σ2
2
)ν2
· · ·
(
σi−ν1
i
)νi−ν1
. (4)1
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1
μ j
 1
j − 1
(
1
(μ − 1) j−1 −
1
μ j−1
)
,
hence
σ j 
1
j − 1
(
1
(n − k + 1) j−1 −
1
n j−1
)
<
1
(n − k + 1) j−1
and for 2ν2 + · · · + iνi = i − ν1
i−ν1∏
μ=2
σ
νμ
μ  (n − k + 1)−
∑i−ν1
μ=2 μνμ(n − k + 1)
∑i−ν1
μ=2 νμ
 (n − k + 1)−i+ν1(n − k + 1) i−ν12 	 = (n − k + 1)− i−ν12 .
Therefore, by Lemma 1
i−ν1
1
ν2! · · ·νi !
(
σ2
2
)ν2
· · ·
(
σi−ν1
i
)νi−ν1
 (n − k + 1)− i−ν12 i−ν1
 (n − k + 1)− i−ν12 
and the second inequality of (3) follows from (4) on putting i − ν1 = h. 
Lemma 3. The unique positive zero r of the polynomial
f i(x) := x
i
i! −
xi−1
(i − 1)! −
i∑
h=2
xi−h
(i − h)!(n − k + 1)h/2
satisﬁes
i < r < i
(
1+ 1√
n − k + 1
)
.
Proof. By the Descartes rule of signs the polynomial f i has just one positive zero r. Since f i(i) < 0
we have r > i. On the other hand,
0 = i! f i(r) > ri − iri−1 − ri
∞∑
h=2
(
i
r
√
n − k + 1
)h
= ri − iri−1 − ri−2 i
2
n − k + 1 ·
1
1− i
r
√
n−k+1
.
Dividing the above by ri−1 and multiplying by r − i√
n−k+1 we obtain
0 > gi(r) := (r − i)
(
r − i√
)
− i
2
n − k + 1 . (5)n − k + 1
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(
i
(
1+ 1√
n − k + 1
))
= i2
(
1√
n − k + 1 −
1
n − k + 1
)
 0. (6)
Since
i
(
1+ 1√
n − k + 1
)
>
i(1+ 1√
n−k+1 )
2
the inequalities (5) and (6) show that r < i(1+ 1√
n−k+1 ), as required. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) Since
log
μ + 1
μ
<
1
μ
< log
μ
μ − 1 (μ 2)
if kn < 1− e−i−1 we have
τ1 < log
n
n − k + 1 < log
n
n − k < log
(
ei+1
)= i + 1.
Hence, by Lemma 2
τi 
τ i1
i! <
(i + 1)i
i! ,
and
τ
j−i
i <
(i + 1)i( j−i)
(i!) j−i 
( j!)i
(i!) j . (7)
On the other hand, by the well-known property of means connected with symmetric functions
(see [6, Section 2.15.1, Theorem 4])
(
τ j(k−1
j
)
)i

(
τi(k−1
i
)
) j
, (8)
and since
(
k − 1
j
)i(k − 1
i
)− j
= (i!)
j
( j!)i ·
(k − i − 1)i · · · (k − j)i
(k − 1) j−i · · · (k − i) j−i <
(i!) j
( j!)i
we obtain from (7) and (8)
τ ij  τ
j
i
(i!) j
( j!)i = τ
i
i · τ j−ii
(i!) j
( j!)i < τ
i
i ,
thus τ j < τi . Since
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k−2∏
i=0
(n − i)
the inequality (2) follows.
(ii) Assume now that kn > 1− e−i−ε , j < i and notice ﬁrst that if k < n, then
τ1 > log
n + 1
n − k + 2 = log
n
n − k + log
(n + 1)(n − k)
n(n − k + 2)
 log n
n − k −
n + k
(n + 1)(n − k) > log
n
n − k −
2
n − k . (9)
Now, if kn < 1− e−2i−1, we have
τ1 > i + ε − 2e
−2i−1ε2
(i + 1)2 e
2i+1 = i + ε − 2ε
2
(i + 1)2
while, by Lemma 3 and the inequalities n > (i + 1)2e2i+1ε−2, i  2, ε < 1, the unique positive zero
of f i(x) satisﬁes
r < i + i√
n − k + 1 < i +
iei+ 12√
n
< i + iε
i + 1 < i + ε −
2ε
(i + 1)2 < i + ε −
2ε2
(i + 1)2 .
Hence by Lemma 2
τi  f i(τ1) + τ
i−1
1
(i − 1)! 
τ
j
1
j! > τ j . (10)
Assume now that kn > 1− e−2i−1. We have
log
n + 1
n − k + 2  2i.
Indeed, if k  n − 1, then the inequality follows from n + 1  3e2i . If k  n − 2, then the inequality
follows from (9). On the other hand, the unique positive zero of f i(x) does not exceed 2i. Hence the
inequality (10) holds again, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary. Let n k 2.
(i) If kn < 1− e−2 , then
max
1 jk−2
τ j(αn,k) = τk−2(αn,k).
(ii) For every integer i, 2  i  k − 2 and every 0 < ε < 1, if n > (i + 1)2e2i+1ε−2 and kn ∈ (1 − e−i−ε,
1− e−i−1), then
max
1 jk−2
τ j(αn,k) = τk−1−i(αn,k).
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that τk−1− j(αn,k) < τk−1−i(αn,k) if j > i. This inequality for j < i is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 2(ii). 
3. Applications
Fix n, k and i with 2 k  n and 0 i  k − 1. In this section we apply Theorem 2 to ﬁnd some
lower bounds Mi and M for p, which depend on n and k, such that the sequence (1, . . . ,n) is a (k, i)-,
resp. k-admissible track in Shamir’s scheme over Fp if p > Mi , resp. M .
Moreover we obtain some upper bounds Ni , resp. N for n, which depend on k and p, such that
the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-, resp. k-admissible if n < Ni , resp. N .
3.1. Lower bounds for p
By Theorem 1, for every k n < p, the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k,0)- and (k,k − 1)-admissible because
τk−1−i(t1, . . . , tk−1) =
{
t1 · · · tk−1 = 0 (mod p) if i = 0,
1 = 0 if i = k − 1.
Given k and n, ﬁrst, we obtain lower bounds Mi and M for p.
Theorem 3. Let n k 2 and let p be a prime number.
(i) If 1 i  k − 2 and
p > τk−1−i(αn,k), (11)
then the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-admissible over Fp .
(ii) For every positive integer i, if k > j > i and kn < 1 − e−i−1 and (11) holds, then the track (1, . . . ,n) is
also (k, j)-admissible over Fp .
(iii) In particular, if kn < 1− e−2 and
p > τk−2(αn,k) = n(n − 1) · · · (n − k + 2)
k−2∑
i=0
1
n − i ,
then the track (1, . . . ,n) is not only (k,1)-admissible but also k-admissible over Fp .
(iv) For every integer i, 2  i  k − 2 and every 0 < ε < 1, if (11) holds for n > (i + 1)2e2i+1ε−2 and
k
n ∈ (1− e−i−ε,1− e−i−1), then the track (1, . . . ,n) is k-admissible over Fp .
Proof. Part (i) of the theorem follows immediately from (1), which implies that
0 < τk−1−i(t1, . . . , tk−1) < p
then. Likewise, part (ii) is a consequence of (1) and Theorem 2(i). In the same manner parts (iii)
and (iv) follow from (1) and the corollary to Theorem 2. 
Example. Let us consider the case when i = k − 2. Then, by Theorem 1, the sequence (1, . . . ,n) is
(k,k − 2)-admissible over Fp , if and only if τ1(t1, . . . , tk−1) = t1 + · · · + tk−1 = 0 (mod p) for all
(t1, . . . , tk−1) ∈ Rn(k). By (1) we have τ1(t1, . . . , tk−1)  τ1(αn,k) for all (t1, . . . , tk−1) ∈ Rn(k). On the
other hand, we have
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k−2∑
s=0
(n − s) = (k − 1)(2n − k + 2)
2
.
Hence, for p > k−12 (2n − k + 2), we obtain 0 < τ1(t1, . . . , tk−1) < p, and so τ1(t1, . . . , tk−1) = 0 in Fp .
Consequently, the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k,k − 2)-admissible.
Corollary. Let n k 2 and let p be a prime number. Given 1 i  k − 2, write j = k − 1− i.
(i) If
p >
(
k − 1
j
)
(n − j + 1) · · ·n (12)
(or p >
(k−1
j
)
n j), then the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-admissible over Fp .
(ii) If kn < 1− e−2 and
p > (k − 1)(n − k + 3) · · ·n
(or p > (k − 1)nk−2), then the track (1, . . . ,n) is k-admissible over Fp .
(iii) For every integer i, 2  i  k − 2 and every 0 < ε < 1, if (12) holds for n > (i + 1)2e2i+1ε−2 and
k
n ∈ (1− e−i−ε,1− e−i−1), then the track (1, . . . ,n) is k-admissible over Fp .
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3 and the inequality τ j(αn,k) 
(k−1
j
)
(n − j + 1) · · ·
(n − 1)n. 
3.2. Upper bounds for n
Fix k ∈ N, 2  k and a prime number p. Let j = k − 1 − i. One may expect that there exist some
upper bounds Ni and N for n, which depend on k and p, such that the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-,
resp. k-admissible over Fp if n > Ni , resp. N . By the corollary to Theorem 3, if p >
(k−1
j
)
n j , resp.
(k − 1)nk−2 with kn < 1− e−2, then the track (1, . . . ,n) is (k, i)-, resp. k-admissible. Hence we obtain
that n < j
√
p/
(k−1
j
)
, resp. k−2
√
p/(k − 1).
4. Conclusion
By the corollaries to Theorem 3, if p > (k − 1)nk−2 with kn < 1− e−2, then the sequence (1, . . . ,n)
is k-admissible. In typical situation, when 2  k  n  10, we obtain that if p > 9 · 108, k < n, and
k < n − 1 for n  8, then the sequence (1, . . . ,n) is k-admissible; i.e., we can place the secret in
Shamir’s scheme as an arbitrary coeﬃcient of a generic polynomial of the scheme.
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